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The Student Life Building is a part of the three-part Monroe Campus that 

Northampton Community College is constructing in Tannersville, Pa. The construction 

process began in 2008 when the college decided to buy a 72-acre plot of land in the 

hope of expanding their current Monroe Campus. NCC contacted D’huy Engineering Inc. 

(DEI), a construction management firm, and the design process began. Together with 

DEI, the college hired architectural and structural consultants to being their design to life. 

Construction broke ground in spring 2012 and the final building will be completed by 

2014. 

 The Student Life Building, the focus of my thesis project, will house the campus’ 

gymnasium, cafeteria, fitness center, bookstore, and meeting spaces for students and 

faculty. Its design is suitable for the various needs of the building and the renderings 

show it will have an aesthetic feel consistent with the existing campuses, and especially 

the other two buildings at Monroe.  

 There are many aspects to the Student Life Building, but four will be analyzed 

throughout the spring. The bracing wall system, fire suppression system, roof design, 

and the foundation wall will all pose different constructability, value engineering, and 

schedule issues and can be analyzed and discussed, and adapted.  
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Analysis Descriptions  

 

Bracing Walls  

  

The design of 

the Monroe Campus 

has been created with 

the bottom line in mind. 

This budget 

consideration carried 

over into the steel 

column design. By 

utilizing bracing walls in 

multiple locations 

throughout the campus, 

the overall price of 

steel could stay below 

budget. The bracing 

lines described are shown in the drawings.  

These bracing walls pose two potential problems. If there is ever a need to 

expand the buildings, the sections of braced wall could make it very difficult. Design 

would have to be done around the braced walls, which is not such an issue in the 

Student Life Building, where the largest section of braced wall separates the 

gymnasium from the rest of the structure, but in the other buildings on campus it may 

pose an even greater inconvenience.  

The braced 

walls are not only an 

issue when expansion 

is considered; they also 

have an aesthetic 

drawback. The campus 

has been designed to 

have a very distinct 

aesthetic feel.  With a 

mix of modern 

materials  - glass 

curtain walls and metal 

sheathing and classic 

materials - brick and 

stone veneer, the 
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campus will have both it’s own, new look and be a reference to the existing campuses. 

Braced walls would not normally impact the aesthetics of a building, however in the 

Student Life Building, and in other places on the new campus, the braced walls will align 

directly with glass curtain walls. This obstruction in the curtain wall will both hinder the 

view from inside the building, and be distracting to people viewing the building from the 

outside.  

 

Speaking with members of the team, it was determined that the braced walls are 

not a necessity. The design firm was originally told to stay within a budget, so they 

chose a system that would use smaller pieces of steel. However, once the project was 

bid, the team realized that they had overestimated a lot of prices, and underestimated 

how competitive the bidding market was. The current campus is being constructed at an 

overall cheaper price than the initial estimate. The price of steel is dependent on its 

weight, so using more lightweight pieces would bring the overall steel budget down. 

Larger interior steel columns would provide the same structural support as the braced 

wall. 

The redesign is in fact possible and has been discussed with the team onsite. 

Over the next semester it will be crucial to speak with structural and design consultants 

to edit the steel design of the building. The load calculations of the building will need to 

be determined and the columns dimensions can be inferred from there. By changing 

only the areas with braced walls, the project could stay within the initial budget, and 

potentially see a reduction in schedule.  
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Redesigning the structural system of the building would obviously be a structural 

breadth topic. It would be necessary to consult structural experts and delve into steel 

design requirements. This redesign would also incorporate the topics of value 

engineering and constructability. The team used the concept of value engineering to 

choose the braced walls, however I think that the look of the final product and its 

functionality have been somewhat compromised. Constructability is touched on 

because of the complexity of the braced walls versus larger columns. The larger 

columns may take more manpower to initially place, however time spent connecting the 

multiple beams of the braced walls surely affect the schedule and construction process.  
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Fire Suppression System  

 

 

 A central plant is a location within a multi building complex that provides heat, 

chilled water, and electricity to other buildings. The Student Life Building holds Monroe 

Campus’ central plant in its basement. This central plant has been designed to provide 

the necessary utilities for the other two buildings on campus, with room to expand. 

Monroe’s central plant has also been designed with energy efficiency in mind.  

 The fire suppression system of each building is a wet system. The system is 

supported with a 30,000-gallon water tank that sits behind the student life building. If 

activated, the tank will release and the water will feed whichever building needs it.  

 The Student Life Building has a fire suppression system that is somewhat 

different from the average. Instead of a single layer of sprinkler heads, in most areas of 

the building there are two layers. The shaded areas in the plan show these sections of 

the building.  
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Initial research shows that the system was designed with dual sprinkler heads 

because of the hanging acoustical ceiling, which can also be seen in the attached plan. 

The hanging ceiling would slow heat from reaching the ceiling plenum, and delay 

response time to a set of sprinkler heads that was above. Likewise, if there were a fire 

within the ceiling plenum, the material would slow response time for sprinklers located 

below it. Discussions with the project team indicate that the dual sprinkler system is not 

the only possible solution. Use of a ceiling material that has a different fire rating, or 

eliminating the hanging ceiling could be considered. This would obviously change the 

aesthetics and acoustics of the spaces and would need to be studied further. Research 

into Northeastern Pa fire code, system cost estimates/comparisons, and interviewing 

fire system experts would also be a necessity.  

 

 

 

An overhaul of The Student Life Building’s fire suppression system would also 

affect the other two buildings on campus, however using the building as a case study for 

the campus could be beneficial. This analysis would be a mechanical breadth topic for 

the spring semester. It also would have a strong value engineering connection because 

of the comparison of multiple systems. Finally, the constructability of the system would 

play a large part in whether or not it would the desired option. The labor and raw 

material cost of installing two sets of sprinkler heads was the initial reason I decided to 

analyze the system.  
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Roof Redesign 

 

 

 Northampton Community College chose a very distinct aesthetic design when 

approving the plans for the Monroe Campus. As discussed earlier, the mix of classic 

and modern materials are a reference to the sister campus’ and a way of setting the 

new campus apart. Strong linear patterns are one theme that is carried throughout the 

three buildings. The most prominent lines are the sloped roofs. Above each half of the 

building are roofs that slope like v’s indicating the two separate spaces. They act as two 

markers above the gymnasium above the cafeteria, pointing out where the action will 

take place.  

 Tannersville is located in Northeastern Pa, an area known for its harsh winters. 

Despite having drains in the area, snow and ice will undoubtedly build up in the crevices 

of the sloped roofs. The roof pitch is supported properly, however build up in these 

areas may cause failure. This would have to be an excessive buildup and maintenance 

teams would most likely recognize the problem well in advance.  

The area for analysis of the roof would be the material chosen to construct it. As 

discussed, water and ice will inevitably run into the crevices, and the roofing material 

used is simply not strong enough to handle to conditions. The projects specifications 

call for a single ply TPO- a synthetic material made from plastic and rubber. This is a 

fairly new material that would be durable and cost effective, if not for the roofs slope and 

the likelihood of ice buildup. Instead, a built-up roofing system should be used. This 

system would ensure a waterproof finish, even if the outermost layer is damaged by ice.  

Initial analysis of the roofing system was carried out through material research 

and statements from professionals. A deeper analysis could involve comparisons of 

similar roof structures in similar climates, and a detailed materials study. The cost of 

different materials along with its installation procedures and average installation time 

would be factors as well. As it is proposed, the roof system will not cause 

constructability issues, however it will definitely cause maintenance issues for the owner.  
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Retaining Wall  

 

 The final analysis issue deals with a major constructability problem. While 

beginning work on the Student Life Building’s foundation, a setback occurred that 

significantly delayed progress. The foundation wall in column line 4.5-5 was designed to 

be just that, a foundation wall separating the basement area from the slab on grade 

floor of the gymnasium.  

 

 The original sequencing plan was to pour the wall, have the erection gang begin 

work of the first floor framing, and have the plumber come in and do his underground 

work around the steel team, then secure the foundation wall. There is a large amount of 

underground plumbing and mechanical work that needs to be completed next to the wall 

which can be seen in the drawings. The wall is not a retaining wall, and backfill could 

not occur until after all work was completed.  

 Complications arose when the plumber realized he would be working alongside 

the steel gang. The basement area is not that large, about -- square feet, and he had 

concerns about his equipment. The logistics of both sets of equipment had not been 

fully planned. The plumbing contractor also had safety concerns working alongside the 

erection gang.   
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 Construction came to a standstill as the two contractors and the CM agency 

discussed different options. After days of discussion, the plumbing contractor was able 

to place his work prior to the steel team and construction continued.  

 The analysis area of this issue would be redesigning the wall as a retaining wall. 

The dimensions of the wall 

would need to be 

determined and the 

concrete design completed. 

Changing the design would 

cost more in the beginning, 

however scheduling 

afterward would be much 

easier.  

 Along with being a 

site-specific constructability 

issue, the retaining wall 

unveils a larger industry 

issue. The Monroe Campus 

was bid as a ‘Multiple Prime’ 

contract. The owner, 

Northampton Community 

College, secured help from 

a CM agency, DEI and 

design team to make initial 

building plans. Then, because the project has state education funding, Pennsylvania 

law dictates that a hard bid procedure be followed, and that multiple primes be used. 

The multiple prime contractors include a general contractor, plumbing contractor, 

electrical contractor, and an HVAC contractor. Each holds an equal contract with the 

owner, and therefore has equal say in site discussions.  

Equality may seem appealing in such a team oriented industry, however the 

multiple prime contract method is known to greatly slow progress. Along with slower 

progress, Design-Bid-Build projects such as the Monroe Campus, often face budgeting, 

design, and communication issues. The systems these contractors are installing were 

designed without their input and expertise. Often, the minimum system requirements 

are given as a baseline for their work.  

As an industry research topic, I would like to study the different project delivery 

methods and their effects on a project’s overall success. Design-Bid-Build has been the 

industry standard for decades and with the current technology, the industry stands to 

benefit greatly from a mass shift to Design-Build. Studying the Student Life Building 

alone, many of the constructability issues would be nonexistent with early and frequent 
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communication between contractors. The early planning would also make it more likely 

for more companies to develop BIM business models.  

In my research, I would like to delve into various case studies, poll industry 

professionals, see where the biggest setbacks in the industry are and determine what 

delivery methods could do in these situations. I would also like to research the laws in 

place protecting the Design-Bid-Build delivery method- like those in Pennsylvania, and 

determine what owners and construction companies can do to shift these regulations.  

 

Conclusions  
 

 Throughout spring ‘13 I would like to analyze the various constructability issues 

described. The bracing walls provide a value engineering study along with a large 

structural breadth. The process of redesigning the interior columns to support the new 

load will need to be discussed and reviewed by a structural specialist. Redesigning the 

fire suppression system includes a value engineering study, constructability concerns, 

and a large mechanical breadth. It will include a large cost estimate along with 

rescheduling a new installation process. Fire code and materials will also need to be 

analyzed. The roof redesign is mainly a study in value engineering- comparing two 

different roof systems and materials. The lifespan of both can be studied in different 

regions and case studies will be a main source of information. Finally, the retaining wall 

will be an exercise in industry standards, concerns, and a prediction of where the 

industry can go.  
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Appendix 1 - Breadth Studies 

 

Structural Breadth  

 

 The braced wall system within the Student Life Building initially posed a large 

aesthetic issue. Changing the braced wall sections to match the existing exterior 

columns would eliminate the overlap between the curtain walls and braced walls. This 

change requires the interior columns of the structure to be redesigned to support a 

larger load. Redesigning the buildings structural system qualifies as a ‘structural breadth’ 

and will require assistance from an industry professional.  

 The analysis can also be divided between a value engineering problem- 

comparing the braced wall vs. large interior columns, and a constructability issue. The 

construction of the braced wall would obviously be a very detailed process with multiple 

connections. The larger interior columns will have a cost increase. Comparing these 

cost changes and estimated schedule changes  will help to determine which method 

would have been more beneficial.  

  

 

Mechanical Breadth  

 

 The fire suppression system within the Student Life Building is a wet system. It 

currently is designed to have two sets of sprinkler heads; one directed upward, above 

the hanging ceiling, and one below the ceiling. The dual system is necessary because 

of the ceiling material, which creates two sizeable, separate areas. The ceiling is for 

acoustic and aesthetic purposed, but does not completely cover the space. As an 

analysis topic, I would like the change the current system to one use one set of sprinkler 

heads. This would significantly change the cost of equipment and labor – installing less 

sprinkler heads would need less labor, and ultimately shorten the schedule.  

 This analysis issue and mechanical breadth study will be completed through 

researching local fire code, speaking with fire system professionals, researching 

possible system changes and alternate ceiling materials, and estimating a new system 

cost. As described, the research involved would encompass a value engineering study, 

a study in constructability and scheduling, and involve industry involvement.  
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Appendix 2 - Data Collection Tool Draft 
 

For industry professionals,  

 

1. Approximately how many projects have you worked on throughout your career? Of those how 

many were Design-Bid?  Design-Bid-Build?  Other?  

 

 

 

2. If CM/GC;  

Which type of delivery method do you feel helps complete projects and achieve the 

highest quality? 

     

    If contractor/subcontractor;  

 Which type of delivery method do you feel benefits your company the most? 

 

 

 


